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Our mission is to improve the quality of life for those who are
visually impaired through awareness, resources and solutions

Diplomate in Low Vision Rehabilitation

forScore App for your IPad
Sheet Music Goes Digital & Visible
Our customers often complain that they cannot see sheet music and
can no longer play their favorite musical instrument or sing with the
church choir. Until now, our answer has been to suggest that they
purchase large print music, enlarge music on a copy machine or be fit
with spectacle mounted telescopes. A new solution is to use the forScore App available for your IPad.
forScore has a comprehensive
library of sheet music that can be
enlarged to increase visibility. The
enhanced contrast feature also
makes the music easier to see.
When playing music or singing,
the pages can be turned easily
with the swipe of a finger. forScore also offers an auto-turn and
half-turn option that allows you to
navigate without needing to pause
in the middle of practice or perfor- To see your personal sheet music
mance.
more easily, forScore allows you to
upload your personal sheet music
and use the program features to
increase it’s visibility.
If you would like to see the forScore App for yourself you may
visit either ViewFinder location to
see a demonstration.
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Products such as the iPad and iPhone are becoming increasingly accessible to blind and visually impaired user. Both products offer screen-access
technology (VoiceOver) and a magnification program (Zoom) built into the
iOS operating system and a growing number of accessible Apps.
LookTel Money Reader instantly recognizes currency and
speaks the denomination, enabling people with visual impairment or blindness to quickly and easily identify and
count bills. Simply point your iPhone’s camera at a bill and
the application will tell you the denomination. Several currencies are supported including the US

.

GreenGar Studios' Color Identifier uses the iPhone camera to identify and speak color names aloud. Shades identified are very specific. You will never wear mix-matched
socks or the wrong shirt again. An interesting offshoot is using the App to distinguish shades of sky, enabling one to experience sunsets or gauge possible weather changes.
The Talking Calculator is an easy-to-read App calculator
that speaks the button names, numbers and answers
aloud through a customizable built-in directory that lets users record their own voice. Button names are spoken as
your finger moves over the screen. The calculator also has
a high-contrast display mode to enhance visibility.

Visit us on the web at www.ViewFinderLowVision.com
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Our doctors also see patients at several satellite offices throughout the state of Arizona

Please call our toll free number 866.924.8755 or 480.924.8755
to schedule an appointment at one of these offices

